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FIG.3A 
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FIG. 4 
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FIG. 5A 
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ROUTE GENERATION IN A VEHICLE desired destination is selected. The use of the cost formula 

NAVIGATION SYSTEM in equation (1) has the effect of progressively narrowing the 

search area toward the destination. However, because the 

CONTINUING APPLICATION DATA route generation times using the unmodified A* algorithm 

_,. ..... .. . , 5 are still fairly long, it remains desirable to provide route 
This application ,s a cont.nuatjon-in.part of commonly alion ^^ which miti te lhc undcsirab|c cffccls 

assigned, U.S. patent application Ser. No. 08/385,611 now *, .. overhf.ad 6 
U.S. Pat. No. 5,712,788 entitled INCREMENTAL ROUTE 

CALCULATION, filed on Feb. 9, 1995. SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION I0 The present invention provides methods and apparatus for 
generation of a route from a source location to a final 

The present invention relates to the determination of destination which have a number of advantages over the 
routes by a vehicle navigation system. More specifically, the well fo^,, A. graph xanb aigori,hra dcscribcd abovc. 

invention provides various methods and apparatus for effi- According to one embodiment, a two-ended search is per-
ciently determining an optimal route to a user's final desti- 15 formed based on the principles of lne A. a|gOri|hm. -p,,,, ki 

nation. According to various embodiments of the invention, ,wo roulcs arc simultaneously generated one from the 
the user may begin driving before the entire route to the final source t0 thc deslmatiorlj and one from ,hc destination to the 

destination has been determined due to thc generation of one source. 

or more intermediate roulcs. In addition, the present inven- . ,. . ., , .. , 
lion provides methods and apparatus for quickly generating 20 Accordmg to another embodiment, the route generation 

an optimal route to the final destination, "seaming" thf ale°r"hm ° the m«n UM1 ̂ lerra1lnes "hcn l0 S|°P search-
optimal route with the intermediate route, and determining 'n(f [Ot r™ "ndldat(!S- ^f. al8°r"hm1. "?*** a maP 
a termination point for the in.crmcd ate route. Also da'abaSC f°r a fil?""mb« of "cra"°1ns "* 6eDcralin6 
described herein is a method and apparatus for optimizing a fl*' ™tc ca"dldate; **" 8e,nerallon of lhc firs'r°ulc 
route generation in a grid pattern region. 25 candldaV:' ̂ .^f °f.*? ™P. daIabasc «tenninalcd after 

*" bft. a second number of additional iterations which may or may 

As the coverage and feature density of available map not yie|d a(ktiiiona] route candidates. A best route candidate 
databases increase, the lime required for the generation of ^ l^cn selected as mc roulc 

long distance routes has correlative^ increased For particu- According Io anolher embodiment, the route generation 
larly long or complex routes, undesirable delays may be , ilhm ^ ^ f ' database more effi-
experienced before he user may eave her initial ocation. If 30 .* ,. ... _ . ° , v. . ' 
.. ' , .. , , . r .. , . . , . c:ent by excluding certain types of road segments from the 
thc user decides to leave before the route has been generated, ..._.u«ui i ,• -n. i -.u u .u 

, ..., . • i • • r I • searchable population. The algorithm searches the map 
she will be operatingw, hout mstruci.ons from the nav.ga- ^^ f ' J f P 

t.on system and w,ll hkely depart from the eventually iindidaies. While searching ihe databast. the 
generated route, thereby rendering the route generation algPriihm idonUfies . fiisl load segment having . Ital ank 
useless. The above-described effects of long route genera- * ̂ ^ ,hcrcwilh Qa(x swh B B r « 
tion time could be mitigated if there were a way in which the „ ,. , , . . . . ,b " "'"v"""v"> 

first few instructions or maneuvers could be determined and fiSj? T 1*"* "h a ,°W "' "f,™ 
...... . excluded from subsequent searching. A best route candidate communicated to the user before the entire route generate b ,hen ̂ ^ {!^ ^ rcfutc candidalcs. 

is complete. 

...... . . ... .40 According to stdl another embodiment, thc route genera-
In addition, because the time required for route generation |jon ,, dlbm of the present invention manipulates the 

is so long, it is desirable to provide alternatives to current cnaracterisIics of the search region used to search the map 
route generation methods which reduce this overhead. To j.,,u.r» .i, k . •■ ■ .k u • . . 
... . , .. .. . .... database, thereby tailoring the search region to correspond to 
determine a route to a dcsl.na ion, currently available ^ chinclct]slics of ^ spccific rcgion of Ihc /mbasc 
vehicle navigation systems typically employ a search a go- bcj scarched ^ a, ^ J h 
nihm based on the well known art.hc.al intelligence AI) ^ to dalabas£ fof ,he roaPd „,. jn8c d 
graph search technique referred to as "A-. A'is described .„ ,hc ^ r0We ^ search ^ has 

?™"Ztt?Ar£'o wL\ '8e"Ce' f^Jk / Pafamc'cr associalcd lhcrcwilh- Whi1^ *««*™B «hc map ISBN 0-934613-10-9 which ^incorporated herein by rcf- dalabasc> ,hc a, ^ dclcrn]incs whclhcr mc ^ 
erence In general. A* performs a directed, breadth-firs. jon cnconl a nion of lhc ma database charac. 

search through the graph, i.e., map database from the source ^ b , Jfo * ,f ft d ,hc P rf 
to the destinauon, building a tree of possible solution paths wj,h ^^ ̂ jon -s mwi alJ^ ,w 

as it Progresses the root of the tree being the source be.forexample.thesizeof the sLrch region. In this way, the 
segment. The A* algorithms iterates by detenmnmg all of stoj of ̂  ̂ch fc^on be . *• ^ 
the nearest connected segments to each "branch or tree di ilization dcnsit *f , [icular J „ ion 
segment beginning with thc source segment. A cost (f(n)) for %. ... ., . ... 

each segment is then determined according to the formula . ^ Prescnt invcn"on aUo Pr0Vldcs a way m which an 
intermediate route may be determined to some location 

between a vehicle's initial starling location and thc desired 

ftn)-g(n)+h(n) (l) destination. Typically, the user of a vehicle navigation 

60 system does not want to wait around for an entire route to be 

with g(n) representing the known cost from the source calculated before leaving the starling location. Therefore, 

segment to segment n, and h(n) representing the heuristic thc present invention generates a partial roulc to some 

cost from segment n to the destination. The heuristic cost is intermediate location, and communicates thc maneuvers 

essentially an intelligent guess of the actual cost from necessary to reach the intermediate location to the user, 

segment n to the destination, 'llie segment with the lowest 6S while simultaneously generating the remainder of the route 

overall cost is then selected as part of Ihe route and Ihe to ihe desired destination. The determination of the panial 

algorithm continues until a segment corresponding to the route, being much less computationally intense than thc 
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generation of the entire route, requires only a few seconds, FIG. 2 is a diagram which serves to illustrate the route 

thereby allowing the user to begin driving before the entire generation methodology employed by a vehicle navigation 

route is known. system designed according to a specific embodiment of the 

According to various specific embodiments, methods and invention; 

apparatus are provided for seaming, i.e., connecting, two 5 F|GS. 3A and 3B are diagrams illustrating the dynamic 
partial routes together to form a single route. According to adjustment of sc&menl costs; 
one embodiment, the system generates the first and second . ,. 

routes which are connected at a connection point, thereby FIG- 4 ls a dia8ram '""strating the concept of road 
forming a combined route. A replacement route is then segment rank suppression; 
generated from a source point on the first route near the )Q FIGS. 5Aand5B illustrate another problem with using the 

connection point to a destination point on the second route A* algorithm and one solution 10 that problem; 

near the connection poinl. The portion of the single route nGS. 6A and 6B comprise a flowchart which illustrates 
between the source and destination points is then replaced „,,. opcralion of , particuiar embodiment of the two-ended 

w.tb the replacement route. According to another ^^ a]gOrithm of the present invention; 
embodiment, the system determines whether the first and ', 
second routes intersect at an intersection poinl. Where the I5 ™G- 7 illustrates the intermediate destination selection 
first and second routes do intersect, unnecessary portions of methodology according to a specific embodiment of the 
the combined route coupled to the intersection poinl are invention; 

removed. This "smooths" over any anomalous route con- FIG. 8 illustrates the selection of an intermediate desli-

figurations at the original connection point. nation which allows further travel in either highway dircc-

According to various specific embodiments, methods and 20 tion; 

apparatus are provided for generating partial routes and for FIG. 9 is a flowchart describing the operation of a specific 
terminating partial route generation. According to one embodimenl of Ihe invention; 
embodiment, the map database is searched to generate a ,„ . ... , . 

plurality of partial route candidates, each having a travel cost ,110.- 1O'S a «««*«« describing the selection of a 
and a heuristic cost associated therewith. The searching of 2s Plural"y »' intermediate routes according to a specific 
the database is terminated where the travel cost associated embodiment of the invention; 
with at least one of the partial route candidates reaches a FIG. 11 is a flowchart describing the determination of cost 

threshold value. The partial route candidate having the values for a plurality of intermediate destinations according 

lowest heuristic cost is then selected as Ihe partial route. to a specific embodiment of the invention; 

According to another embodiment, partial route generation 30 FIGS. 12 A-D arc a series of diagram illustrating different 
is terminated upon selection as part of a partial route a road mvie ̂ ^^ scenarios-

segment which provides access to a limited access road. A ,« . 
second road segment in the partial route is then identified HG; 13 B a dlaSram illustrating another route seaming 
from which access to both directions of the limited access scenario; 

road is possible. Any road segments in the partial route FIG. 14 is a diagram illustrating a method for optimizing 

beyond the second road segment arc then removed. Accord- the connection between two routes; 

ing to a more specific embodimenl, the algorithm's search FIG. 15 is a flowchart illustrating a method for optimizing 
region is expanded until a portion of a limited access road is ,he connection between two routes; 
selected as part of a partial route. The algorithm then „„ ,, . 

lerminates expansion along Ihe limited access road but **G; 16 1S a dlaSram iU"slrattng anolhcr method for 
continues expansion in at least one other direction until a 40 optimizing the connection between iwo routes; 

second limited access road is encountered. FIG. 17 is a flowchart illustrating anolhcr mclhod for 

According to yel another embodiment of the invention, optimizing the conneclion beiween two routes; 

methods and apparatus are described herein for providing FIGS. 18A-C illustrate the termination of partial route 

route guidance to the user of a vehicle navigation system. generation according to a specific embodiment of the inven-
The system generates a route and a first plurality of maneu- 45 (|on; 

ver instructions corresponding to a first portion of the roule. FIGS 19A and 19B jUuslfate ,he lcrmination of partial 

The firs, plurahty of maneuver instructions are then com- „„,„, alion accordi to anothcr j|k clnho(fimBnl 

mumcated to the user via a user interface. A second plurality of the invention1 
of maneuver instructions corresponding lo the remainder of ,,,„ „. . '. 
the route arc generated after communication of the firs! so wo- 20 IS. a d»g™n illustrating termination of partial 
maneuver instructions begins. \outc generation according to yel another embodiment of the 

According to still anolhcr embodiment of the invention, ' 
methods and apparatus are provided for route generation FIGS. 21A-D arc a series of lime lines which illustrate the 

which favor inclusion of a particular type of road, e.g., a manncr '" wmch maneuver instructions associated with 
freeway, in the generated route. ITic system's map database 55 generated routes may be generated and communicated to a 

is searched thereby generating at least one route candidate. "fiver; and 
While the algorithm is searching the database, a cost asso- FIGS. 22A-D are representations of search regions for 

ciated with each of a plurality of selected road segments is various route generation algorithms. 

m nd«rlyn.a,dr'Cnd ,!,° ^,7 inClUS'°n ^ "* ^^ 60 DESCRimON OF TUB HREH-RRU.) road segment type in Ihe route. oo EMBODIMENT 
A further understanding of the nature and advantages of 

the present invention may be realized by reference to the '""e present invention relates generally lo commonly 

remaining portioas of the specification and Ihe drawings. assigned U.S. Pat. No. 5345,382 to Kao for CALIBRA-

rdipp np«rmm-inw nrw nPAu/rwrc TION METHOD FOR A RELATIVE HEADING SENSOR, 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 65 u s ,,a, No 5359,529 lo Snider for ROUTE GUIDANCE 

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a vehicle navigation system ON/OFF-ROUTE STATE FILTER, U.S. Pal. No. 5,374,933 

for use with the present invention; to Kao for POSITION CORRECTION METHOD FOR 
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VEHICLE NAVIGATION SYSTEM, and U.S. Pal. No. the best route from a source location to a final destination. 

5,515,283 to Dcsai et al. for METHOD FOR IDENTIFY- The determination of a route from a source location A to a 

ING HIGHWAY ACCESS RAMPS FOR ROUTE CALCU- final destination B using the vehicle navigation system of 

LATION IN A VEHICLE NAVIGATION SYSTEM, the FIG-1 will be described with reference to FIG. 2. According 

entire specifications of which are incorporated herein by 5 ">> specific embodiment of the invention, vehicle naviga-
reference ''on svslcm 100 employs a two-ended route generation 

algorithm. That is, the system explores paths emanating 

System Environment ^om source P°'nl A and paths leading backwards from 
destination point B. The two searches each generate a 

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a specific embodiment of a plurality of partial routes, two of which eventually meet 

vehicle navigation system 100 for use with the present somewhere between points A and B to form a single route, 

invention. Sensors 112 and 114 and GPS receiver 118 are Initially, the search patterns emanate from both points A 

coupled to computing means 120 through sensor/GPS inter- and B in all directions as indicated by circular regions 202 

face 122. In typical embodiments, mileage sensor 112 com- and 204. The diagram of FIG. 2 illustrates how one of four 

prises an odometer, and angular velocity sensor 114 com- road segments emanating from point A is chosen for con-

prises a gyroscope, or a differential odometer coupled to the tinued route exploration. Each road segment, n, has an 

wheels of the vehicle. A global positioning system (GPS) associated segment cost, g(n), and each node, k, has asso-

data receiver 118 is provided for receiving signals from, for cialed node and heuristic costs, g(k) and h(k), respectively, 
example, a satellite-based navigation system. Data from The segment cost for each segment is added to the node and 
sensor/GPS interface 122 is transmitted to CPU 124, which heuristic costs for its endpoint to obtain an overall cost value 
performs calibration, signal processing, dead-reckoning, 20 for each. The road segment having the lowest overall cost is 
vehicle positioning, and route guidance functions. A data- tnen selected.for. ^"her generation. In FIG. 2, the road 
base conlaining map information may be stored in database segment terminating at point D is selected primarily because 
medium 126, with software directing the operation or com- 'ne heunstIC costassociatcd with point D. i.e., the distance 

puting means 120 stored in main memory 128 for execution belw(?n Poim* D an(i £. J? less, lhan lhe heurls'IC costs 
by CPU 124. Memory 128 may comprise read-only memory 2S «*»««* w«h points C, E, and F. This process is then 
(ROM), or reprogrammable non-volatile memory such as rfPeat«d **£»* D and each newly generated route point 
flash memory or SRAM. System RAM 130 permits reading 'hereafter. This has the cifect of redirecting and narrowing 
and writing of the information necessary to execute such the search area over the course of the route generation so that 
software programs. Database medium 126 may comprise the search c™i™Ies more "" the «ea b*w<-™ P°mls A 
non-volatile memory, a hard disk drive, CD-ROM, or an 30 and B •» indiCated bV re8Ions 206 and 208 
integrated circuit in which digitized map information has Iteration Termination Count 

been stored. Output controller 132, which may comprise a According l0 , particuiar embodiment of the invention, 
graphics controller, receivesdata processed by CPU 124 and afler , ̂  route k generaled using the lcchnique described 

transmits the data to display console 140 which includes above (or of , wide varjel of ^ gcneration 
output communicator 134, usually comprising a display ,ecnmques)> lhe systcnl wail5 for one of two evem*s l0 occur 

screen. The user may input data such as a desired before termination of the route generation algorithm. One of 
destination through user interface 136, typically comprising the ^ cvcn|s b thc gcncralion of , prograrnmab,c numbcr 

a keyboard. of routes between thc source and thc destination. For 
The map database stored in database medium 126 pref- 40 example, according to one specific embodiment, the pro-

erably comprises positional data such as, for example, grammable route count is four. In this embodiment, once 

latitude and longitude coordinates, to describe road inter- four routes have been generaled, the system communicates 

sections or nodes, road segments, landmarks and points of the route with the lowest cost to the user, 

interest, and other geographical information. The data base ^e olher of lhe two evenls ̂  when a paran]eler caned the 

may further comprise data representing characteristics of 45 jieratjon termination count reaches zero. After the first route 
roads or places on the map, such as road and place names, has been generated> ,he iteration termination count is dec-

road features such as dividers, one-way restrictions, surface, rCmcntcd for each segment expansion executed by thc route 

speed limit, shape, elevation, and other properties. Accord- generation algorithm while searching for additional routes, 
ing to specific embodiments of the invention, the map t^ mj,jal value of ,ne iteration termination count may be 
database includes cost values associated with individual J0 sel in a variety of ways according lo various specific 

nodes and road segments. These cost values correspond to embodiments of the invention. According lo one 

the estimates of lime intervals for traversing the respective embodiment, the initial iteration termination count is fixed at 
node or segment. Node cost values take into consideralion 500 iterations. "n,.,, ^ ,ne roule generation algorithm 

such information as, for example, whether the vehicle would expands at least one partial route an additional 500 segments 
encounter oncoming traffic, thus delaying a left turn mancu- 55 before tenninattng its search. However, such a fixed initial 
ver. Segment costs reflect road segment characteristics such c^m may not ̂  appropriate for all route generation prob-
as speed limit and segment length, both of which affect the leras becausc it does not lake inlo accoun, ,ne , varf. 

travel time along the segment. Also associated with each abilj,y in roule ierjglbs. For example, while an initial itera-

road in the map database is a road rank value which relates ,ion lcrmmaiion count or 500 might be appropriate for a 
to the category or type of thc road. For example, the highest 60 source and deslination which arc 2 miies apart, it will likely 

level category of the hierarchy, i.e., rank 3, includes free- be insufficient for a source ^d destination which are a 25 

ways and expressways. Thc lowest level, i.e., rank 0, miles apart. In addition, an initial count which is appropriate 
includes residential streets and/or alleys. for a sparseiy digitized area (e.g., a rural region), may not 

D _ . provide a sufficient numbcr of additional iterations in a 
Route Generation 6J dcnsc,y dig;,izcd arca (c g^ a dowmown urban rcgion). 

The present invention takes advantage of the manner in Thus, according to two alternate embodiments, the initial 

which thc map database is organized to efficiently generate value of thc iteration termination count may be variable. In 
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a first embodiment, the initial count is dependent upon the However, because segmenls352 and 354 (and the associated 

distance between the source and the destination locations. nodes 353 and 355) are part of a freeway, the f cost is 

That is, the greater the distance between the source and decreased by a 5% discount. Of course, the discount could 

destination, the higher the initial count is set. In a second beany of a range of values without departing from the scope 

embodiment, the initial count is dependent upon the number 5 of the invention. In any case, as shown in FIG. 3B, the f costs 

of segment expansions required to generate the first route. associated with segments 352 and 354 are 1095 and 1200, 

That is, the greater the number of segments in the first respectively. It will be understood that in the example of 

generated route, the higher the initial count is set. In this FIG. 3B that the route generation algorithm would initially 

way, the initial iteration termination count may be tailored to favor segment 356 because it has the lowest f cost. However, 

each specific route generation problem. 10 it will also be understood that, as the algorithm expands each 

Any of the iteration termination count embodiments of three directions, the discount associated with the freeway 
described above may be further enhanced such that the count route (which includes segments 352 and 354) will increase 

is decremented by a bonus amount each lime an additional as the cumulative g cost for that route increases. Therefore, 

route from the source to destination is generated. For <he algorithm may eventuaUy reach a point at which the f 

example, in addition to decrementing the count by one for i* cost for the freeway route is less than the f cost for the route 

each segment expansion, it may also be decremented by, for beginning with segment 356. In this way, as the route 

example, 50 for each route generated after the first route. generation algorithm gets farther from the source location, it 

Thus, as the number of generated routes increases and the will tend to favor the route having more higher rank seg-

need for further searching correlatively decreases, the itera- ments. 

lion termination count is adjusted lo reflect this. According 20 It will be understood that the dynamic adjustment of 

to specific embodiments, the bonus amount by which the heuristic and total segment costs may also be employed with 

count is adjusted may vary according to the distance the incremental route generation embodiments described 

between the source and the destination, or the number of below, 

segments in the first generated route. 

,,.,,_ „ 25 Rank Suppression 
Variable Segment Costs 

The above-described route generation method may be Aaolhel embodiment provides a further enhancement lo 
enhanced lo address the problem illustrated by FIG. 3A. tne lw°-«idcd search algorithm described above. According 
Because the heuristic cost at node 301 (represented vector t0 this embodiment, once the search algorithm identifies a 

HI) is less than the heuristic cosi at node 303 (represented 30 road "f"110 be included in lhe roule which is of a hi8her 
by vector H2), route 302 is more likely to be generated than rank lhan the Prcvious road segment, road segments of the 
route 304. This occurs even where route 304 is an obviously lower rank are !Snorcd for subsequenl roule searching. This 
superior route, e.g., because it primarily comprises road mav te done lor •»"» ends of lhe *»«*• Th'8 lechnique 
segments of rank 3, i.e., freeways. Therefore, according lo a 8™"? reduces lhe number of road links which musl be 
specific embodiment of lhe invention, heuristic costs are 35 lncluded m the search> lhereby Pr0Vld'°8 a correlative 
dynamically adjusted and weighted to favor the use of reduction in route generation time. This feature reflects lhe 

higher rank road segments in the generation of a route. For fact lbat tbe mosl loSical rou1es generally increase road 
example, in one embodiment, the heuristic cost for a par- <f egonesal the beginning and decrease road categories at 
ticular node is determined by multiplying the distance the end- For example, a typical roule might start on a 
between the node and the destination by a constant corre- 40 "»*»««• strcct- movc onl° a maJ°r road. and thcn onto a 
spending to the rank of the associated road segment. The freewav- ™e user would most ̂  remaul on the &eeway 
constants associated with the ranks increase in value from untl1 she ls near tne final destination, at which point she 
the highest to the lowest rank, thereby favoring the higher would e»«the freeway °nt0 a raaior road- and lhea end UP 
rank segments. According to another embodiment, heuristic on a residential slreet. 
costs are dynamically adjusted and weighted to favor the use 45 FIG. 4 provides a visual illustration of the effects of the 

of road segments based on their importance. successive suppression of road segments of ranks 0,1 and 2 

Manipulation of the heuristic or h cost may not be >« ascending order. Layer 402 represents a portion of a the 
particularly useful where the deslination is very far from the system's map database which includes road segments of 
source (e.g., 300 miles) because, where the manipulation ranks 0-3. Layer 404 represents the same portion of the map 

comprises multiplying the h cost by some constant (e.g., 50 database in which road segments of rank 0 (i.e., residential/ 

0.9), the size of the h cost in comparison with the g cost (e.g., local r°ads) have been suppressed for searching algorithm 
h-20,000 vs. g-100) may result in disproportionate adjust- purposes. That is, the route generation search algorithm 

ment of the total segment cost f, i.e., g+h. Therefore, ignores road segments of rank 0. Layer 406 represent the 
according lo a more specific embodiment of the invention, sa"ne portion of the map database after road segments of 

the segment cost f is adjusted to favor the use of higher rank 55 botn rank ° a°d rank 1 (i.e., surface arteries) have been 
segments by introduction of a discount value which is suppressed. Finally, layer 408 represents the same portion of 

calculated as a percentage of the route g cost up to that point. lne n™P database after ranks 0, 1, and 2 have been sup-
FIG. 3B shows four road segments emanating from a source pressed. Rank 2 represents expressways. By successively 
S. The larger segments 3S2 and 354 represent freeway ignoring various segment ranks, the search area remains the 
segments. The smaller segments 356 and 358 represent 60 same, but the search time may be dramatically reduced, 

surface street segments. The f cost associated with each d t, c - 1 • • 

segment and the components thereof are given on the line KanK ̂ PP"*810" Llm" 
connecting the associated end point node and the destination According to another embodiment, the suppression of 

D. So, for example, the f cost for segment 356 is the g cost lower rank segments is not done immediately upon encoun-

(100), plus the h cosl (950) as determined by the distance 65 tering a higher rank segment because this may result in 

between node 357 and D. This yields a total of 1050. missing the optimal route. Instead, a suppression limit is set 

Likewise, for segment 358 and node 359, the f cost is 1100. for each rank which allows the system to continue to search 
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segments of the associated rank even after a segment of a Initially, the first and second current route nodes, i.e., the 

higher rank is encountered. In one embodiment, the sup- nodes in the forward and backward search path from which 

pression limit for each rank corresponds to the number of the algorithm is searching, arc set to the source and 

segments (of any rank) which must be searched before ihc destination, respectively, the iteration termination count is 

corresponding rank of road segments may be suppressed, s set to 500 and the route count is set to 4 (step 602). The route 

Thus, for example, if the suppression limit for rank 0 generation algorithm then performs two searches substan-

segmenls is 100, the route generation algorithm ignores rank lially in parallel, i.e., from the source toward the destination 

0 segments if the route has expanded to meet a rank 1 and vice versa. Road segments emanating from the current 

segment and at least 100 road segments have subsequently route nodes are identified (steps 604 and 606), and heuristic 

been searched. 10 costs arc determined for each relative to the current route 

According to a more specific embodiment, the suppres- node of the other search (steps 608 and 610). According to 
sion limits for each rank arc variable and are dependent upon some embodiments, the heuristic costs are then weighted 
the distance between the source and the destination. Thus, according to their respective road classes (steps 612 and 

for example, as the distance between the source and the 61*). wi'h 'he weights favoring higher class segments. The 
destination increases, the suppression limits decrease. This >5 overall cost for each segment is then determined (steps 616 

reflects the fact that when the source and destination are far and *!*) ™<* 'he lowest cost segments for each of the 
apart, higher rank roads such as freeways are generally searches are selected as the next segments in the respective 

favored over lower rank roads such as local surface streets. routes (steps 620 and 622). The current route nodes are then 

According to another specific embodiment, the suppres- ^ "Nalcd to the end points of the selected segments (steps 624 

sion limits are variable and are dependent on the digitization 20 >' 
density of the map region in which the search algorithm is FIGS. 6A and 6B illustrates an embodiment in which class 
operating. That is, for densely digitized regions in the map ° road segments are suppressed, i.e., ignored in subsequent 
database, the suppression limits are increased. This reflects searching, in each of the searches after 100 iterations of the 
the fact that a greater number of segment expansions are Iwo-ended search algorithm, and after class 1 road segments 
typically required to reach a desirable higher rank road in 2S have already been encountered by each search (steps 
such densely digitized regions. 628-654). It should be noted, however, that a wide range of 

variations may be employed in place of these steps without 

Adjusting the Search Region in Grid-Pattern departing from the scope of the invention. For example, 

Regions class 0 segments may be suppressed after fewer ileratioas, or 

According to another specific embodiment, the route '° »"«^'ively, immediately after the first encounter of a class 
generation method of the present invention is further ,l femcnt- M°™vcr. ̂ her level segments may be smn-
adapted to generate more efficient routes in grid-pattern M* suPP.resscd S™*?™ ""f" °f "era"°nS, m^POn 
regions, i.e., regions in which road segments are laid out in ™'e™8 a still higher level segment, e.g., class 2. 
a substantially regular grid pattern, such as, for example, „ Illc svs'cn'lhen determines whether any routes from the 
many urban and suburban areas. Recognition of such source to the destination have been generated by referring to 

regions is described in commonly assigned, copending VS. ,we ro"'ef°un\If lhe roule c°unl »less lhan Ils imlial value 
patent application Ser. No. 08/480,759, entitled RECOGNI- <sleP 6.56>-in mis example, four, the iteration termination 
TION OF GEOGRAPHICAL REGION TYPES IN A MAP counl K dccremenled (steP 6&)- The system then deter-
DATABASE, filed on Jun. 7, 1995, the entire specification ,„ mines *helhcr the currenl roule nodcs for cach cnd of the 
of which is incorporated herein by reference. two-ended search coincide (step 660). If not, the algorithm 
n t . .. . . .. , . performs another iteration beginning with steps 604 and 
One of the problems associated with employing a two- 6Ofi ,f ^ eamM mMc ̂  ̂ * eo 

ended search algonlhm based on A' in a gnd-pa.lern region 10U|e has ^ ,ed ^ ^ dccrcmtfmcd 
■s illustrated by FIG. 5A. As search regions 502 and 504 tend ( 662) ^ ̂ h determines whether the iteration 
toward the opposite route end pom., the generated route « }crmPination coum has reached zcro ( fi64) ,f „ ,he 
tends to he withinla narrow region around the diagona , rf h rf h iteration beginning with steps 
between S and D. This results ,n a route 506 with several ^ am| ̂  |f ̂  Mon lermjnation <£„„, ̂  limed J 
turns as opposed to a more desirable route 508 with only one „,,. ^^ mc ]owcst f am • 

turn. Therefore, according to the invention, once the vehicle ,hc ossjble routes led n far (st 6fi6) 

navigation system has determined that it is currently oper- 50 

ating in a grid-pattern region, Ihc search regions arc loos- Incremental Roule Generation 

ened as illustralcd by search regions 502' and 5041 of FIG. it becomes apparent that for particularly densely digitized 

SB. This has the effect of including routes with fewer turns map databases, the above-described roule generation proce-

within the search regions, including route 508. Then, when durc becomes a highly complicated and lime consuming 

the route generation algorithm considers the costs associated 55 determination which results in delays in the communication 

with making turns, especially left turns, it becomes more of route instructions and upcoming maneuvers to the user, 

likely that a route between S and D with fewer turns will be As discussed earlier, the present invention avoids these 

generated. According In a more specific embodiment, to delays by selecting an intermediate destination close lo the 
increase the likelihood thai a roule wilh fewer turns will be iciiiial source location, generating a route to the intermediate 

generated, the cost for making turns in grid-patlern regions 60 location, and communicating the intermediate route while 

is increased. continuing lo determine the roule to the final destination. Bui 

A| .. n . how does lhe system know when to use this feature? In one 

Aigonmm 1 lowcnan embodiment, the feature may be selected based on param-

FIGS. 6A and 6B comprise a flowchart which illustrates etcrs such as the known relationship between lhe initial 

Ihc operation of a particular embodiment of the two-ended 6S source location and the final destination and their geographi-

search algorithm of the present invention. The algorithm cal surroundings, e.g., both locations are in densely digitized 

generates a route from a source location to a destination. urban areas separated by a sparsely digitized rural or high-
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way area. In another embodiment, intermediate destinations 

are always determined, but a best intermediate destination is 

not chosen and the intermediate route is not communicated 

to the user unless the determination of the entire route lakes 

longer than a programmable timeout period. This embodi 

ment will be discussed in greater detail below. The method 

by which the present invention selects an intermediate 

destination is described with reference to FIG. 7. 

FIG. 7 shows a source location at point A and a final 

destination at point H. Point A generally represents the 

stationary starting position of the vehicle. However, if route 

generation is performed while the vehicle is moving, point 

A may be chosen at a position ahead of the current vehicle 

position. Parameters such as the vehicle's direction and 

speed may be taken into account for the determination of the 

source location in such a situation. Four passible interme 

diate routes 701,703, 705, and 707 are shown from point A 

to four different intermediate destinations 702,704,706, and 

708, respectively. The intermediate destinations in this 

example are access points to highways 710 and 712. High 

way access points are often chosen as intermediate destina 

tions because they are easily identifiable, and the forward 

route generation from the highway access point becomes 

simplified for the reasons discussed above. Essentially, the 

intersection with any road which is of a higher category than 

the road of the source location may be selected as a possible 

intermediate destination. 

Referring again to FIG. 7, the navigation system explores 

several possible paths in the map database emanating from 

point A during a timeout interval, after the expiration of 

which, the best candidate for the intermediate destination is 

chosen. The timeout interval may be a multilevel interval. 

That is, the interval may be programmed to expire after 10 

seconds if 3 or more candidates arc found, and after 20 

seconds if only one or two arc found. The figure shows a 

situation in which four candidates for an intermediate des 

tination have been found, i.e., highway access points 702, 

704, 706, and 708. Once the candidates arc selected, the 

system calculates an overall cost f(dcst) for each possible 

intermediate destination by combining all of the segment 

and node costs, i.e., g(n) and g(k), for the route leading to 

that destination with the heuristic cost associated with that 

destination, i.e., h(desi). In a specific embodiment, the 

relationship appears as follows: 

(1) 

It will be understood that there arc a number of different 

ways in which these values could be combined, or in which 

cost values may be assigned to derive an overall cost value 

for each intermediate route. 'ITie present invention is not 

limited to the specific embodiment described. 

Another method for selecting an intermediate destination 

is provided by the present invention. According to this 

embodiment, the user is presented with a list of highways 

and highway access points within 10 miles of the source 

location. The user may then select the desired highway 

and/or specific access point. This feature may be useful 

where, for example, the user knows that she needs to access 

a certain highway but requires route generation to gel lo that 

highway from her current location. 

Once the intermediate destination has been selected and 

the intermediate route generated, the appropriate series of 

maneuvers are communicated to the user via the system 

display. These generally comprise a scries of screens, each 

of which communicates information regarding the next 

maneuver to be performed by the user like, for example, the 

distance lo the next maneuver, or the nature of the next 

maneuver (e.g., left turn). While the system is providing the 

5 user with this information, the remainder of the route to the 

final destination and the corresponding maneuvers arc deter 

mined using the intermediate destination as the starting 

point. In this way, navigation is allowed to begin before the 

entire route is determined, thereby allowing the user to begin 

10 driving almost immediately. Maneuver generation and route 

guidance will be discussed in more detail below. 

As briefly mentioned above, according to a specific 

embodiment of the invention, the vehicle navigation system 

may be programmed lo wait until the expiration of a timeout 

is period before selecting an intermediate destination. If the 

entire route to the final destination is determined within the 

timeout period, then the communication of an intermediate 

route is considered unnecessary and the intermediate desti 

nation is not .selected. If, however, the entire mule to the 

20 final destination is not complete before the expiration of the 

timeout interval, the system selects an intermediate destina 

tion and operates as described above. If the entire route is 

still not complete before the expiration of another timeout 

interval, the system may be programmed to determine 

25 another intermediate destination beyond the first intermedi 

ate destination. The selection of the next intermediate des 

tination proceeds similarly to the selection of the first as 

described above. This process may be repealed until the 

remainder of the entire route has been determined. 

30 Alternatively, the system may be programmed to begin 

determining the next intermediate destination immediately if 

it is determined that the generation of the route to the final 

destination is not yet complete. As with the first intermediate 

destination, the system may be programmed so that each 

35 successive intermediate route is fully determined and the 

corresponding maneuvers communicated lo Ihe user only 

when the determination of the remainder of the entire route 

is not yet complete or requires more than a programmable 

limcoul interval. 

40 What if the intermediate location is so close that the 

vehicle arrives at the intermediate destination before the 

entire route determination is complete'.' If the intermediate 

location is a highway access point, the maneuver onto the 

highway can be communicated to the user with a follow up 

45 instruction such as, for example, "Stay on the highway— 

Generating the rest of the route". How then docs the system 

know which direction of travel on the highway to commu 

nicate? Different embodiments of the present invention deal 

with this situation in the following ways. According lo one 

50 embodiment, the direction of travel is deduced based on the 

direction from the highway access point to the final desti 

nation. According lo another embodiment, a first interme 

diate destination 801 is chosen before cither of the access 

points 802 or 803 as shown in FIG. 8 so that either highway 

55 direction may be selected. In the mean time, another inter 

mediate destination beyond the first intermediate 

destination, the route to which will be known by the time the 

first intermediate destination is reached. 

Another solution to the problem of arriving at the firet 

60 intermediate destination relates to the determination of fur 

ther intermediate destinations. In this embodiment of the 

invention, if Ihe entire route is still not complete by the time 

the vehicle arrives at the intermediate destination, the sys 

tem may be programmed to determine another intermediate 

65 destination beyond Ihe first intermediate destination. The 

selection of the next intermediate destination proceeds simi 

larly to the selection of the first as described above. This 
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process may be repeated until the remainder of the entire is generated from the intermediate destination to either 

route has been determined. In a more specific embodiment, another intermediate destination or the final destination, the 

each intermediate route is fully determined and the corrc- problem of "seaming" the routes together in an efficient way 

sponding maneuvers communicalcd to the user only when arises. FIGS. 12A-C illustrate some of the typical detours 

the determination of the remainder of the entire route 5 encountered when seaming two partial routes together. In 

requires more than a programmable timeout interval. each case, the first partial route ends at node 1202 which is 

FIG. 9 is a flowchart 900 which describes the operation of beyond street 1204 upon which the second route eventually 

a specific embodiment of the invention. Initially, the system proceeds to the destination X. To get from node 1202 to 

receives a destination input by a user for the purpose of street 1204, the second route must "backtrack" to some 

generating a route to the destination (step 902). The system J(J extent resulting in an inefficiency which, from the user's 

then begins to determine the route from the vehicle's current perspective, may end up being rather inconvenient. In FIG. 
position to the desired destination while simultaneously 12A< for cxarnp]c> second roulc 1206 loops back over first 

determining at least one intermediate destination (step 904). roulc 1208 requirmg the user to make three turns where only 
The system then determines a cost value for each wterme- one shou]d ̂  ired ^ ; .„ thc Ki] wof,d ,ne user 

diate destination (step 906). If a programmable time.interval wou|d most ljkc) fcf ^ maneuver illustrated 

passes and the determination of the entire route from die « .„ ,..,<. „„ it/£ , lurn left onlo strcet ,204 withoul 
initial positton to the final desl.nat.on is not complete (step fl proceeding .0 node 1202. In FIG. 12B, second route 
908, the system .elects theintermediate destination having 12U)Pmslcad tu8fns |cft but stil, ircs ,wo addiliona, lurns 
the lowest cost value as the best intermediate destination 12Q4 SeC0JKmi, nn of nG> 12C 
(step 910) and communicates the intermediate route to the ^ ̂ ̂  ,uros strccl im ,loweve 
user (step>9U) The system then continues to determine a -» J q{ ̂ ^ a ^^ wfa> k ̂  drcumsla ma 
route to the final destination from the intermediate destina- be exlremel difficull or timc ^^^ 

tion (step 914). If, on the other hand, thc determination of the . • •. ■.■ • uuj «• 

entire route is complete, the entire route is communicated .0 A sim'lar Ptobl™ anses wnen lhc, uscr dcParts. fr°m • 
the user {step 916) generated route and must regenerate from some point back 

If the determination of thc route to thc final destination is « '° 'h<= generated mule. In FIG 13, an original mute 1302 
not yet complete (step 918), the system determines another from ? '[°D h.ad *?° f nerated bu!lbct user, ̂ parted from 
group of intermediate destinations between the first inter- rouIC 13O2.and m."1lated a re8e°e«"0° &?» locat.on V. Thc 
mediate destinaUon and the final destination (step 920) and ^Berated partial route 1304 met with route 1302 at 
determines a cost values for each (step 922). If the route ^menl TD. However, the direction or travel on IT) m 
generation is not complete after a second programmable » Partlal roulc 1304 w?s ̂ P06116 *»« of route 1302 neces-
fimc interval (step 924), the system again selecte the inter- s'Ia"n6 some so» ?f deIour .t0 8" back on route 1302 toward 
mediate destination with the lowest cost value (step 926) and D" Btfause such '"conveniences will generally not be tol-
communica.es the next intermediate route .0 the user (step «ralcd b* u.scrs' ^"^ «*°*mems of the present inven-
928). Steps 918-928 may be repealed until the remainder ll°1 Provldc mcIhods,jOT scamin6 Parlial roulcs '°6C»'« 
route to the final destination has been determined, a. which » which avold lhese lnefficient detours-
point it is communicated to the user (step 930). According to one embodiment, where the second gener-

FIG. 10 is a flowchart 1000 describing the selection of a atcd roulc CT0Sses over or intersects with the first generated 
plurality of intermediate routes according to a specific roulc (as ln FIGS- 12A and 12C). any unnecessary road 
embodiment of the invention. Thc system explores possible segments connected to the point of intersection arc dis-

routes emanating from one of the road segments directly « carded- T1"5 may •* understood with reference to the 
connected to the vehicle's original position until a connect- dia6™m of FIG. 14 and the flowchart of FIG. 15. Initially, 
ing road is encountered having a hierarchy level greater than fiist and ^^^ roules are Sfiaetated (step 1502). In this 
the hierarchy level of the original position's road (step example, first generated route 1402 ends just beyond node 
1002). The system then designates the access point to the Nl Wlth ^Sment S2, and second generated route 1404 
connecting road as one of the intermediate destinations (step « bc8lns wncre mutc 1402 ends and proceeds with segments 
1004). Steps 1002 and 1004 are then repealed for each of the Si~S6 requiring a loop-back maneuver similar to the detour 
road segments emanating from the original position (step described with reference 10 FIG. 12A. If the system dclcr-
1006) mines that the first and second generated routes intersect 

FIG. 11 is a flowchart 1100 describing the determination <steP 1504)>ft determines whether the route directly from SI 
of cost values for a plurality of intermediate destinations 50 lo S6 is dnveable (step 1506). If thc route do not intersect, 
according to a specific embodiment of the invention. The or lf !hc roul6 {mm sl l0 s6 Ls no1 navigable, an alternate 
system combines the segment and node costs for the road seaming algorithm is performed (step 1508). If the routes 
segments and nodes in one of thc intermediate routes intersect and S1-S6 is dnveable, the system discards seg-

cmanating from thc vehicle's initial position, thereby gen- menls S2r^S (sleP 1510>- II wU1 ** understood that the 
crating a route cost for that intermediate route (step 1102). 55 u-|ura scenario of FIG. 12C may also be used to illustrate 
The system then determines a heuristic cost for the inter- "1IS embodiment of the invention, 
mediate destination associated with the intermediate route According to another embodiment, another parlial route is 
(step 1104). The heuristic cost corresponds to the distance generated beginning from just before thc end of a first 
between the intermediate destination and the final destina- generated route and ending a little after the beginning of the 
tion. The system then combines thc route cost with thc «° second generated route. The partial route is then used if its 

heuristic cost and generates a cost value for thc intermediate associated cost is lower than the originally generated route, 
destination (step 1106). Steps 1102-1106 are then repeated nils may be understood with reference lo the diagram of 
for each of the intermediate destinations (step 1108). |;'G- lfi and 'he flowchart of FIG. 17. Initially, first and 

second routes 1602 and 1604 are generated (step 1702). In 
Partial Route Seaming 6, |njs cxamp1(.( firsl gcneral(;tJ rluUe 1602 ends and second 

When, as discussed above, a partial route is generated lo generated route 1604 begins at connection point X. This 

some intermediate destination, and then another partial roulc results in a detour similar to that described with reference to 
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FIG. 12B. The system selects a source location SI along first a threshold value. 'Ilie system then selects Ihe partial route 

route 1602 preceding connection point X (step 1704). The having the lowest h cost, i.e., the one with an endpoint 

system then selects a destination Dl along second route closest to the destination. In a specific embodiment, the 
1604 a short distance after connection point X (step 1706) system waits until each possible partial route is expanded to 

and generates a partial route 1606 between source SI and 5 'each the g cost threshold before making Ihe selection. In 

destination Dl (step 1708). If the cost associated with partial ">« embodiment, because the g cost for each route is the 

route 1606 is less than the cost associated with the portions same> CIther lhe h cost or lhe f «*• (f-6+h) may be 
of the first and second routes between source SI and employed to determine which is the best partial route, 
destination Dl (step 1710), partial route 1606 replaces those In more specific alternate embodiments, the g cost thresh-

portionsofthe first and second route (step 1712). Otherwise. 10 °M value is either fixed or variable. Where the g cost 
the original route is retained (step 1714). threshold is variable its value relates to the distance between 

It will be understood that the end points of partial route «■* Mur« and *»* destination. That is, the greater the 
1606, i.e., source SI and destination Dl. represent new «•«■** bl?wcf1I1'be ""«* "*** dcslina"ion. "« higher 
seaming points at which partial route 1606 is seamed with the S «*' Ihieshold will be set. Tim ensures that the driving 
first and second routes 1602 and 1604, and that the above- '5 !imc 0-c.- 8 «f) associated with the generated partial route 
described procedure may be employed in an iterative man- * ̂ .ently ** »* »"e """P'f ™" '° *e desi.nat.on 
ner to optimize the overall route at each successive set of t0 be generated before he vehicle reaches the end of the 
seaming, points partial route. The variable g cost threshold also ensures that 

* ' the length of Ihe selected partial route will not be overly long 

Termination of Partial Route Generation 20 wiln respect to the complete route. Where the source and 
destination arc relatively close, the longer the partial route is 

At what point should Ihe generalion of a partial route be with respecl l0 lhe complele r0UlCf lhe grcalcr ,hc chance 

terminated? FIG. 18A shows a situation in which a first |hat lhc optimal foule is no( being &eneratcd 7,,^ oflen 

partial route 1802 has been generated from S onio freeway resulls jn undesirabie backtracking maneuvers, such as 

1804 eastbound. The castbound direction was chosen ,$ u.|Urns or exiting and reenlering freeways, being included in 
because it is in the direction of the destination D. However, * lhc comply route. Maintaining the partial route in proper 

because freeway 1804 eventually turns toward the south, it proportion to the complete route reduces the risk of such 
turns out that the optimal route 1806 initially takes freeway undesirable occurrences 

1804 westbound and then freeway 1808 north. As a result, A^djng Io an alteroate embodiment, the g cost thresh-
if first partial route 1«B » used, the driver must eventually 0,d ̂  sc, hj^ h ,0 ensurc ̂  a, ^ m*o( ̂  ja, 
exit eastbound freeway 1804 and reenter in the westbound ^ candidalcs includes tne ncarcsl ni h cntrance j, 

direction to follow second partial route 1810 to D. wi|| ^ understoodj however> ,hat this goal may, in some 

The above-described situation may be avoided according instances, conflict with the goal of maintaining the length or 

to a particular embodimeni or the invention by Iruncaling me partial route in proper proportion to the distance between 

first partial route 1802 as illustrated in FIGS. 18B and 18C. 35 ,he source and the destination. Therefore, a particular 

FIG. 18B is a magnified view of area 1812 of FIG. 18A embodiment of the invention resolves this conflict in the 
which shows first partial route 1802 and the east and following manner as described with reference to FIG. 20. 

westbound entrances to freeway 1804. FIG. 18C is a view of Initially, the g cost threshold is set such that the closest 

Ihe same area with a truncated first partial route 1802' which highway entrance (at node 2002) is included in at least one 
allows the second partial route 1810" to enter freeway 1804 40 par|jai mv[e candidate. The search algorithm then expands 

using the westbound entrance. Generally, upon reaching a wc various partial routes until the highway entrance is 

freeway during generalion of a partial route, this embodi- reached. If the g cost of the partial route including the 
ment of Ihe present invention terminates partial route gen- highway entrance (i.e., route 2004) does not exceed the g 

eration and backs up along the partial route until it reaches cos, threshold which is related to the distance between 

a road segment which precedes the point at which a decision 45 Mmnx s and destination D, there is no conflict. However, 

must be made whether 10 proceed in one direction or the wnen ji does exceed this distance-based threshold, the 

other. This prevents the situation shown in FIG. 18A where sysicm backs up the end point of the partial route to a point 
the user proceeds in the wrong direction. 2006 where its g cost does not exceed the distance-based 

Another situation related to the termination of partial threshold. This makes it more likely that the complete route 

route generation is illustrated in FIGS. 19A and 19B. As 50 will be closer to the optimal route and less likely that the 

shown by search region 1902 in FIG. 19A, when the A* driver will do something like enter the highway going the 

search algorithm encounters a freeway 1904, it tends to wrong direction. 

expand search region 1902 in the direction of destination D According to a particular embodimeni of the vehicle 

along freeway 1904, resulting in a situation in which the use navigation described herein, the user is allowed to specify 

of freeway 1906 may be overlooked despite the fact that it 55 certain parameters which affect the operation of the route 

lies on optimal route 1908. To avoid this result, the present generation algorithm. For example, according to one 

invention stops expanding a partial route which reaches a embodimeni, the user is allowed to specify a preference 

freeway but continues 10 Uxik for alternate routes. This regarding the use of freeways. That is, the user may specify 
results in the expansion of a search region as illustrated by that the algorithm make the most or the least ase of freeways 

region 1902'of FIG. 19B. Because expansion along freeway 60 jn generating the route. The algorithm accommodates the 

1904 is suspended, search region 1902" eventually reaches user's preference by manipulating the g casts associated 

freeway 1906 by which a more efficient route is realized. with the freeway segments. So, for example, if the user 

According to another embodiment of the invention, each specifies that the algorithm make the least use of freeways, 

of the possible partial routes being explored by the route the g costs associated with freeway segments arc increased 

generalion algorithm is expanded to a point where the ss to make them less desirable candidates for inclusion in (he 

combined g costs (representative of driving time) of the generated route. Thus, Ihe g costs employed by lhc route 

segments in at least one of the possible partial routes reaches generation algorithm are not always the actual g costs for the 
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corresponding road segments. Therefore, when determining described above. "Incremental" maneuver instructions 

whether a partial route candidate has reached the g cost refers to the maneuver instructions after generation of which 

threshold, the system keeps track of the actual g costs of the route guidance begins. For example, in the embodiment of 

segments in the partial route candidate in parallel with the FIG. 21B, enough "incremental" maneuver instructions are 

manipulation of the g costs for implementing options such as 5 generated (Ml) to allow the remainder of the maneuver 

the most/least use of freeways option. instructions to be generated (M2) before the driver actually 

_ . , „ _ .. executes all of the first set of maneuvers. Such a number may 
Maneuver Generation and Route Guidance ^ established( for example, with reference to the distance 

FIGS. 21A-D are a series of time lines which illustrate the between the source and destination. Alternatively, the num-

manncr in which maneuver instruciions associated with ]Q bcr of "incremental" maneuver inslmctions may be deler-

gcncraled routes may be generated and communicated to a mined by relating the g cost corresponding to the part of the 

driver. According to a first embodiment of the invention K>u'e encompassed by the "incremental" maneuver instruc-

(FIG. 21A), the entire route is generated (as represented by tions to lne lime required to generate the remainder of the 
R), followed by generation of the maneuver instructions instructions. In the embodiment of FIG. 21C, the number of 
corresponding to the generated route (as represented by M). ,. "incremental" maneuver instructions generated (Ml) 
Only when all of the maneuver instructions are generated '5 directly relates to the number of maneuvers in the first partial 
does the system begin to communicate them to the driver (as ™ute- In lhc. embodiment of FIG. 21D, the number of 
represented by G for "guidance"). 'mcrementa maneuver instructions generated (Ml) may 

,. ' .. j . ' , . relate to the time required for generation of the remainder of 
I lowever, as discussed above with reference to incremen- ^ msIructions corresponding to the first partial rouie (M2). 

lal route generation, the time required for generation of the 20 -„,,, ^ the cos, associaled with ,„,. rtion of ,hc f|rs, 

entire route may be slgnificant resulting in an undesirable ^ routc corrcspoBding l0 ^ "incremcntai» mancUver 

delay before the dnver begins receiving maneuver inslruc mstructions shouid be ̂ c ̂  lhc rcmainder of the instruc 
lions and can leave the source location. Therefore, according ,ions ̂ responding l0 lhe flrsl parlial roule may ̂  gener. 

to a second emboduncnt of the invention (FIG. 21B). the aled before lhe driver executes all of ,he "incremental" 
point at which route guidance begins may be advanced 25 mal)cuvcrs 

significantly. The system generates the entire routc (R), 

followed by generation of the first several maneuver instruc- Conclusion 

tions (as represented by Ml), followed by generation of lhc While the invention has been particularly shown and 

remainder of the maneuver instructions (as represenled by described with reference to specific embodiments thereof, it 

M2). Routc guidance (G) may thus begin after the first ^ will be understood by those skilled in the art thai the 

several instructions have been generated; well in advance of foregoing and other changes in lhe form and details may be 

the point at which all of the instructions have been gener- made therein without departing from the spirit or scope of 

atcd. In many roule generation scenarios, this represenls a the invention. For example, il will be underslood that 

substantial improvement. Unfortunalely, the undesirable various of the methods described above for the reduction of 

delay represented by the route generation remains. J$ route generation time may be combined to realize further 

In view of this result, a third embodiment of lhe invention roule generation efficiencies. This may be underslood with 

combines incremental maneuver generation with incremen- reference to the search region representations of FIGS, 

lal route generation as described above. FIG. 21C shows a 22A-D. FIG. 22A shows a comparison between the search 

lime line in which the route generation is divided into two region shapes emanating from a source location S toward a 

partial route generations (as represented by Rl and R2). The 40 destination D for a single-ended algorithm, i.e., circular 

maneuvers corresponding to the first partial route are gen- region 2202, and an A* search algorithm in which road 

crated immediately after the first parlial mute is generated segments arc assigned heuristic costs, i.e., elliptical search 

(as represented by Ml) and roule guidance begins immedi- region 2204. FIG. 22B shows a two-ended search with 

atcly thereafter. Finally, the maneuvers corresponding to the search regions 2206 and 2208 combining to cover the area 

remainder of the route are generated (as represented by M2) 45 enclosed by region 2210. FIG. 22C shows a two-ended 

after the second partial route has been generated. As search algorithm in which road segments of at least one rank 

revealed by a comparison of the time lines of FIGS. 21B and have been suppressed from boll) ends of the search as 

21C, a significant improvement is realized with this embodi- represented by cross-hatched search regions 2212 and 2214. 

ment. Finally, FIG. 22D shows a two-ended search algorithm 

A further reduction in the delay before route guidance so according to a specific embodiment of the invention in 

may begin is realized by combining lhc techniques described which the segment rank suppression and heuristic cost 

above with reference to FIGS. 21B and 21C. According to features of the present invention have been combined rcsull-

this embodiment (FIG. 21D), route generation is again ing in a search area 2220, i.e., regions 2216 and 2218, which 

divided into two partial route generations (Rl and R2). is considerably smaller than and less computationally 

However, instead of waiting until all of the maneuver 55 intense than previous routc generation methods. Therefore, 

instructions corresponding to the first partial route are gen- in view of the foregoing, the scope of the invention should 

erated before beginning route guidance, only a portion of be determined by reference to the appended claims, 

these are generated (as represented by Ml) at which time What is claimed is: 

routc guidance begins (G). The remainder of the maneuver 1- A method for determining a roule from a firM location 

instructions is then generated (M2) followed by the second bo l0 a second location using a vehicle navigation system, the 

parlial route generation (R2) and the generation of the method comprising the steps of: 

remainder of the maneuver instructions which correspond to searching a map daiabase for a first number of iterations 

lhe second partial roule (M2). Again, comparison of the time thereby generating a first routc candidate connecting 

lines of FIGS. 21C and 21D reveal that another improve- lhe first and second locations, the first roule candidalc 

ment is realized. 65 comprising a plurality of road segments; 

The number of "incremental" maneuver instructions gen- afier generation of the first roule candidate, terminating 

crated may vary according to the different embodiments searching the map database after a second number of 
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additional iterations, the second number of additional generating the first and second routes, the first and second 

iterations resulting in at least a portion of a second route routes being connected at a connection point forming a 

candidate beginning at the first location and comprising combined route; 

a plurality of road segments; and generating a third route from a source point on the first 

automatically selecting a best route candidate as the route 5 route near the connection point to a destination point on 

without user intervention. the second route near the connection point; and 

2. The method of claim 1 wherein the second number is replacing a portion of the combined route between the 

determined with reference to a distance between the first and source and destination points with the third route, 

second locations. 13. A method for connecting a first route generated by a 
3. The method of claim 1 wherein the second number is 10 vehicle navigation system to a second route generated by the 

determined with reference to the first number. vehicle navigation system, the method comprising the steps 
4. The method of claim 1 further comprising the step of, of: 

where the second number of additional iterations has not yet generating the first and second routes-

occurred, terminating the searching step after a second connecting the first and second routes at a connection 
number of route candidates has been generated. point forming a combined route; 

5. The method of chum 1 wherein, the second number is delernlinjng whelher the firsl and second roules intersec, 
reduced by a bonus amount for each additional route can- ,, an jn£rscction ^ aad 

candidafe ***" where the &tsl an? second routes intersecl' retnovin6 
6. The' method of claim 1 wherein the searching step unnecessary portions of the combined route coupled to 

comprises searching the map database beginning from the 20 the intersection point. 
first location 14. A method for generating a partial route in a vehicle 

7. The method of claim 6 wherein the searching step also navigation system prior to generation of a complete route 
comprises searching the map database beginning from the between an origin and a destination, the method comprising 

second location. we SICPS of: 
8. A method for determining a route from a first location 25 searching a map database to generate a plurality of partial 

to a second location using a vehicle navigation system, the route candidates, each of the partial route candidates 

method comprising the steps of: having a travel cost and a heuristic cost associated 

searching a map database for a plurality of iterations therewith, each of the partial route candidates begin-

thereby generating at least one route candidate, the ning at the origin and not reaching the destination; 

searching initially including road segments of a plural- 30 terminating the searching step where the travel cost 

ity of ranks; associated with at least one of the partial route candi-
during the searching step, identifying a first road segment dates reaches a first threshold value; and 

having a first rank associated therewith; selecting as the partial route one of the partial route 
in response to the identifying step, excluding from sub- candidates having the lowest heuristic cost associated 

sequent iterations of the searching step all other road J$ therewith 
segments having ranks associated therewith below the 15 ^ me;hn(1 of c|aim u wherei[] ,he ^ lhreshold 

lirst rank, and value is determined with reference to the distance between 
selectmg a best route candidate as the route. thc fils, ^ ̂ ^ ,ocations 

J^7&^J£S£tfZ££ff£ 16.meme.hodofc,aiml4wherein,he«ermina,ings,ep 
after the first road segment is identified and before perform- 40 comPrlses ̂ mating he searching step where the travel 
ing the excluding step cos assoclated wltn all of the partial route candidates reach 

10. The method of claim 9 wherein the first number is the first threshold value. 
determined with reference to a distance between thc first and 17-llle meInod of claun 14 whereln lhe firsI threshold 
second locations. valuc ■* set sucn maI a limited access road entrance is 

11. A method for determining a route using a vehicle 45 included in at least one of the partial route candidates, 

navigation system, the route comprising a plurality of con- 18. The method of claim 17 wherein total costs associated 
tiguous road segments, thc method comprising thc steps of: with limited access roads are reduced to favor use of the 

determining whether a search region encompasses a por- limited access roads in route generation, the total cost 

tionofthe map database characterized by a grid pattern, comprising a sum of travel and heuristic costs associated 

the grid pattern relating to a density and an orientation so with thc limited access roads, 

of road segments in the portion of the map database; 19. The method of claim 17 wherein a second threshold 

where the search region does not encompass the portion value is determined with reference to the distance between 

of the map database characterized by the grid pattern, the first and second locations, and the method further 

expanding the search region to search the map database comprises the step of, where the second threshold valuc is 

for the contiguous road segments, the search region ss less than the first threshold value, truncating the at least one 

being characterized by a shape and including a first of thc partial route candidates such that thc travel cost 

plurality of route candidates; and associated therewith does not exceed the second threshold 

where the search region encompasses the portion of the value. 

map database characterized by the grid pattern, altering 20. Thc method of claim 14 wherein the vehicle naviga-

tbe shape of the search region by adjusting cost values so tion system operates in a mode in which selected travel costs 

in thc map database such that the search region includes are adjusted to generate adjusted travel costs for route 

additional route candidates with fewer turns as com- generation purposes, the method further comprising the step 

pared to the first plurality of route candidates. of, while the vehicle navigation system is operating in the 

12. A method for connecting a first route generated by a mode, keeping track of the selected travel costs for partial 

vehicle navigation system to a second route generated by the 65 route termination purposes. 

vehicle navigation system, thc method comprising the steps 21. Thc method of claim 20 wherein the mode comprises 

of: a freeway mode in which thc vehicle navigation system 
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decreases travel costs associated with freeways to favor use communicating the first plurality of maneuver inslruc-

of freeways for route generation. lions via a user interface; and 

22. The method of claim 20 wherein the mode comprises generating a second plurality of maneuver instructions for 
a surface street mode in which the vehicle navigation system , secood )uralj of maneuveis corresponding 10 a 

increases travel costs associated w.th freeways to favor use 5 Kmiia(kl f fc fou,c durf amamJ^km *f lhe 
of surface streets for route generation. fi , . ... , . . 

23. A method for terminating partial route generation in a J™ ̂l\ °ff mane"Vcer '«^«»»-
vehicle navigation system, the partial route comprising a r26" ^^lhod °f cla'm 2,s herein the route comprises 
plurality of contiguous road segments stored in a map f flrs! Par1lal mulc fmm lhtJ first lo<;atlon Io a" mlwmedirte 
database, the method comprising the steps of: io locatIon and a sccond Partial roule from lhc >n'c™cdiate 

... , . c . .. , location to the second location, the first partial route com-
searching the map database for the contiguous road see- . . . _ . , , . v . 

ments- ob pnsing the first portion of the route, and wherein generation 

'. . , . of the first plurality of maneuver instructions occurs before 
terminating partial route generation upon selecting as par. lioa rf ̂  ̂ ^ M mme 

of the partial route a first road segment having access „ , . ., , . . ," . , 

to a limited access road, the limited access road having 15 2T A a^A for d«e"™«>6.« route from a first location 
two directions associated therewith; '" ausef)nd loca!K)n "sln8 a vchlcle ">vig»uon system, the 

..... . . , . , method compnsing the steps of: 
identifying a second road segment in the partial route 

from which access to both directions of the limited searching a map database thereby generating at least one 
access road is possible; and muia candidate, the map database comprising a first 

removing any of the contiguous road segments in the 2° pluralily of road ^&«ca^ 
partial route beyond the second road segment. during the searching step, dynamically adjusting a cost 

24. A method for terminating partial route generation in a associated with each of a second plurality of road 

vehicle navigation system, the partial route comprising a segments to favor inclusion of a particular link class of 

plurality of contiguous road segments stored in a map 25 road segment in the route, the second plurality of road 

database, the method comprising the steps of: segments comprising a subset of the first pluralily of 

expanding a search region to search the map database for road segments; and 
the contiguous road segments, the contiguous road selecting a best route candidate as the roule. 

segments including road segments of a plurality of 28. The method of claim 27 wherein the cost associated 

ranks; 30 witb each of the sccond plurality of road segments com-

upon selecting as part of the partial route a first road prises a heuristic cost which relates to the distance between 

segment comprising a portion of a first limited access tnc associated one of the sccond plurality of road segments 

road, terminating expansion of the search region along an^lne second location, and a travel cost which relates to the 

the first limited access road; t)mc required to traverse the associated one of the second 

continuing expansion of the search region in at least one 35 P1""1''^of road ̂ Smenls. 
other direction until a second limited access road is 29 llie melht)d ofcl!"m 28 wh<"ein 'he step of dynami-
encountered; and calIv •djusting lhe cost comprises adjusting the heuristic 

- . .. . costs associated with each of lhc sccond plurality of road 
terminating expansion of the search region upon encoun- seements 

tering the second limited access road. « 30. The method of claim 28 wherein the step of dynami-
25. A method for providing route guidance using a vehicle ^ ̂ ^ ,he cosl ^ ̂ * ' 

navigation system, comprising the steps of: a(ed wj(h ^ of ̂  ̂  J p,ura].|y of ̂  ̂ ^ by 

generating a route from a first location to a second a discount value, the discount value for each of the second 

location; plurality of road segments being determined with reference 
generating a first plurality of maneuver instructions for a 4$ to the travel cosl associated therewith, 

first plurality of maneuvers corresponding to a first 

portion of the route; • • • * * 


